BY ORCAS USA

All you need to know
about the TEE-SHAKER

»

»

FAQs
How are the Tee-Shakers imprinted?
We imprint our Tee-Shakers with the highest quality round silk screen print.
Could you print 4 color process?
We can print up to 6 colors and even more if necessary,
but we can’t print photos. Spot color printing creates brighter,
more vibrant results.
How do they come packaged?
We ship the Tee-Shaker up to 200 pieces per box, each TeeShaker separated by dividers. The Tee-Shakers come as they
are. If requested we could polybag them for an extra charge.
What is the lead time?
The normal lead time is 3 weeks
from approval.
Do you have a retail package?
Yes, we also have a special blister pack for the Tee-Shakers.
What material are the Tee-Shakers made of?
Tee-Shakers are made of ABS plastic. For special production
runs it is possible to use recycled plastic as well.
Minimum quantity: 5,000 pieces. Ask for pricing.

What are your standard colors?
Body: White, black or clear
Lids (top and bottom): Black, red, blue
and green.
Cord: White, blue, red, green, black,
yellow, silver, gold
Ball-stopper: White & black
> 5,000 or more we could produce any
pantone color.

Price list
1-C Print

2-C Print

3-C Print

4-C Print

5-C Print

6-C Print

100 Pieces

$5.95

$6.45

$6.95

$7.45

$7.95

$8.45

200 Pieces

$5.55

$5.95

$6.35

$6.75

$7.15

$7.55

500 Pieces

$4.95

$5.25

$5.55

$5.85

$6.15

$6.45

1,000 Pieces

$4.55

$4.80

$5.05

$5.30

$5.55

$5.80

2,500 Pieces

$4.25

$4.47

$4.69

$4.91

$5.13

$5.35

5,000 Pieces

$3.95

$4.15

$4.35

$4.55

$4.75

$4.95

10,000 Pieces

$3.75

$3.93

$4.11

$4.29

$4.47

$4.65

Set-up Charges

$60.00

$85.00

$110.00

$135.00

$160.00

$185.00

The Tee-Shaker will be delivered with 5 plain long white Tees (2 ¾“).
Maximum imprint area: 5 ½“ x 2 ½“.

It is an easy calculation:

Above prices are eﬀective January 1, 2014 and may be subject to change.
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A Tee-Shaker costs about the same as two golf balls...
...but is many times more eﬀective.
If you are using printed golf balls as merchandising tool, your logo will end up lost in the woods
or a water hazard sooner or later.
The Tee-Shaker with your logo stays clearly visible attached to the golf bag – for years!
Wherever the golf bag goes – your logo goes.

»

»

Layout Sketch

Design Tips
» Set the information, you want the Golfer to see ﬁrst, in the best spot.
» Once the Tee-Shaker hangs on the golf bag, no golfer will ever turn the Tee-Shaker to read
the advertising message. That’s why you should consider your message on the two hotspots.

Maximum imprint area: 5 ½ x 2 ½ inch

» Don’t just use text. The Golfer must like your Tee-Shaker to keep it on his bag forever.
» Try to use a golf related motive.
» Add some matching stripes to the design to give the logo a richer look and make it ﬁrm.
» Our art department will be able to help you achieve the best result.

Please NOT like this:

Hot Spot
Frontside

Hot Spot
Backside

Product of company Highfly Inc. from Lexington, Nebraska

Hot Spot area, best visibility 2 x 2 ½ inch

Please set the motive twice on the Front- and Backside:
Highfly - we let the eagles fly high

edge area, ⅜ x 2 ½ inch
Highfly - we let the eagles fly high

Following ﬁle formats could be
used for printing:
» vectorized PDF
» eps
» ai

Product of company Highfly Inc.
from Lexington, Nebraska

product area: 6 x 3 inch

Product of company Highfly Inc.
from Lexington, Nebraska

Lexington - New York - Rio - Tokyo - Lexington - New York - Rio - Tokyo - Lexington - New York - Rio - Tokyo - Lexington - New York

Please convert fonts into paths or
supply all fonts used in the logo.
Please deﬁne special colors (Pantone)
to be printed.
NOT in CMYK.

printable area: 5 ½ x 2 ½ inch
Following ﬁle formats could NOT be
used for printing:
»
»
»
»
»

jpg
gif
tif
cdr
Word / Excel / Powerpoint

With those ﬁles we won’t be able to
achieve a satisfactory result for you.

